Targeted therapy: its status and promise in selected solid tumors. Part II: Impact on selected tumor subsets, and areas of evolving integration.
This second article in our two-part series on targeted therapies in solid tumors covers the emergence of targeted therapies for the treatment of two common malignancies: lung cancer and breast cancer. In these two tumors, the identification of a promising target has led to successful preliminary applications, and eventually to further advances through drug development and the fine tuning of patient selection. As a result, the percentage of patients with breast or lung cancer who are benefiting from targeted agents has steadily increased, even if the majority are still treated with conventional cytotoxic regimens. We also review the latest therapeutic strategies for colorectal and gynecologic cancers--because these offer an instructive contrast. The curative regimens that have been developed for these two tumors--even those in more advanced stages--have included combinations of surgery and/or radiation with chemotherapy. The Cancer Genome Atlas has revealed complexities in the biology of these tumors that underscore the fact that reliance on selective DNA-damaging agents such as platinums, antimetabolites, and antimitotic agents will continue for some time. We conclude that the therapeutic progress that may arise from the study of molecular pathways will be due not only to the development of new targeted therapies, but also to a better understanding of older drugs developed empirically in the past. Taken together, these two types of advance illustrate the remarkable overall effect of modern cancer therapeutics' focus on tumor biology and tumor immunology.